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Abstract

Using published data about consumption, economic aspects, and legislation, this paper analyzes tobacco control in Indonesia,
a major consumer and producer of tobacco products. Given its large population and smoking prevalence, Indonesia ranks
fifth among countries with the highest tobacco consumption globally. Over 62% of Indonesian adult males smoke regularly,
contributing to a growing burden of non-communicable diseases and enormous demands on the health care system. Tobacco
control policies, however, have remained low on the political and public health agenda for many years. One reason was the
contribution of tobacco to government revenues and employment, particularly in the industrial sector. But tobacco’s importance
in employment has fallen significantly since the 1970s from 38% of total manufacturing employment compared with 5.6% today.
Widespread use of tobacco since the 1970s and the concomitant burden of non-communicable diseases have given rise to a more
balanced view of the costs and benefits of tobacco production over the last decade. The first tobacco control regulation passed
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n 1999, succeeded by amendments in 2000 and 2003. Today, few restrictions exist on tobacco industry conduct, a
nd promotion in Indonesia. We examine the relevance and prospects of advancing in Indonesia four cost-effectiv
ontrol strategies: price and tax measures, advertising bans, clean air legislation, and public education. We conclude w
uggestions for action for the public health community.
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1. Introduction

Widely cultivated across Java, tobacco was ad
to the long-established social habit of chewing be
or areca nut, throughout the 19th century. The D
began to import into Indonesia cigars and cigare
during the late 1800s, and local elites emulated D
smoking habits[1]. Until today, the Indonesian ter
for smoking remainsmerokok, adapted from the Dutc
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verb, roken. Following a longstanding practice to fla-
vor most consumables, cloves were mixed with to-
bacco cigarettes in the late 1800s, to create the uniquely
Indonesiankreteks, or clove cigarettes. Earlykreteks
were thought to have originated in Kudus, Central Java,
and were so named from thekeretek–kereteksound of
cloves burning and exploding. Initially a home indus-
try, hand rolledkretekswere commercially produced
in Indonesia in 1906[2], and production of white (to-
bacco only) cigarettes followed suit in 1924[1]. Smok-
ing kreteksreplaced chewing betel during the early to
mid-1900s for many rural males, and their popularity
soared after the mechanization of the industry in the
1970s[3,4].

Widespread use of tobacco since the 1970s and
the concomitant burden of non-communicable diseases
have given rise to a more balanced view of the costs and
benefits of tobacco production over the last decade. In-
deed, several important advances in tobacco control
have been made, including a series of regulations since
1999. The most cost-effective components of tobacco
control policies have been described in detail elsewhere
[5,6]. Given that tobacco in Indonesia overlaps legal,
political, and economic considerations, implementa-
tion of tobacco control policies must consider the per-
spectives of a broad range of stakeholders. In this paper,
we first provide an overview tobacco consumption, its
health effects, and the impact of tobacco production
on Indonesia’s social and economic sectors. We then
present an overview of tobacco control regulation, and
t ade
i four

cost effective strategies: price and tax measures, ad-
vertising bans, clean air legislation, and public edu-
cation. We discuss the relevance and prospects of ad-
vancing each in Indonesia, the potential resistance, and
other barriers to implementation. We conclude with
several suggestions for action for the public health
community.

2. Tobacco consumption and adverse effects

2.1. Consumption and prevalence

Given its large population and smoking prevalence,
Indonesia ranks fifth among countries with the highest
tobacco consumption globally at 182 billion sticks per
year[4]. Consumption has increased rapidly since the
1960s. Between 1970 and 1980, a 159% increase coin-
cides with the mechanization of the clove cigarette in-
dustry[4]. With a doubling of the GNP per capita in real
terms between 1980 and 1997[7], tobacco consump-
tion rose by 8.2% per year for a cumulative increase of
139%[4]. Quite remarkably, the rise in consumption
continued even after the economic crisis of 1997[4].

Adult smoking prevalence rose from 26.9% to
31.5% between 1995 and 2001, reflecting an increase
among males from 53.4% to 62.2%[8]. Regionally,
the highest male smoking rates are Gorontalo province
(69%) in the northernmost tail of Sulawesi Island
compared with the lowest in Bali (45.7%). East Java
a ases
i 60%,

king pr
he political environment surrounding changes m
n these regulations. Subsequently, we examine

Fig. 1. Percentage change in average smo
nd Lampung provinces experienced steep incre
n prevalence between 1995 and 2001 exceeding

evalence, by province, between 1995 and 2001[8].
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and relatively low educational levels could be a con-
tributing factor (Fig. 1). Female smoking prevalence
more than doubled between 1995 and 2001 in Papua,
East Kalimantan, Central Java and Bali provinces, al-
though nationwide rates remain below 2%. The vast
majority of smokers (68.8%) started their habit before
19 years of age[8].

2.2. Adverse health effects

Kreteksare preferred by 88% of Indonesian smok-
ers[8]. They are comprised of 30–40% cloves, unusual
among spices because they contain eugenol used as
a local anesthetic in dentistry[9]. Eugenol has been
linked to acute, chronic, and behavioral health effects
when inhaled[10]. US studies have associated inhal-
ing clove cigarettes with severe lung injury among
those with existing pulmonary problems[11]. Eugenol
is considered a possible human carcinogen, and it is
closely related to safrole, a weak hepatic carcinogen
[10,12]. By numbing the throat, eugenol allows for
deeper inhalation; behaviors associated with smoking
kreteksinclude slower smoking and more puffs because
the rods of the clove are firmly packed[13]. Whereas
US youth may perceivekreteksas less harmful to health
[14], Indonesians generally view white (tobacco only)
cigarettes as weaker thankreteksbecause they have
lower levels of nicotine. Nicotine yields forkretekssold
in Indonesia are between 1.7 and 2.5 mg per stick[15]
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Given that kreteksare largely comprised of to-
bacco, they bear at a minimum the same health risks of
tobacco-only cigarettes, the negative impacts of which
have long been established[18]. In 2020, the WHO
projects that tobacco-related illnesses will become the
largest single health problem, causing an estimated 8.4
million deaths globally per year with half of these
deaths in Asia given rapidly increasing tobacco use
[19]. This implies that tobacco-attributable deaths in
Asia will increase nearly four-fold from 1.1 million in
1990 to 4.2 million in 2020.

Overall, it is estimated that tobacco related mor-
tality accounts for 10% of total deaths in Indonesia
[8], or approximately 200,000 annually. The WHO
estimates that the majority of deaths in Indonesia
(61%) are attributable to non-communicable diseases,
and three conditions accounted for three-fourths of
non-communicable disease deaths: cardiovascular dis-
eases, malignant neoplasm, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease[20]. Globally, smoking accounts
for 22% of all cardiovascular disease[20]; and smoking
is also associated with hypertension and cerebrovascu-
lar disease[21]. Between 56% and 80% of all chronic
respiratory disease is attributable to smoking, includ-
ing chronic bronchitis and emphysema[21]. Given that
bronchitis is associated with long-term morbidity, it
implies high costs to the health system over the long-
term[22]. In populations where smoking is widespread,
smoking causes 90% of lung cancers in men[23].
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ompared with <0.05 and 1.4 mg per stick for cigare
old in the US[16].

In addition to eugenol, a single brand ofkreteks
an have hundreds of different additives in its “sau
hich maintains the flavor of a particular brand o

ime given variations in leaf quality[2]. During the
anufacturing process, hundreds of other chem
re added to tobacco to ease inhalation and als
uce the amount of tobacco in each stick. In add

o flavorings that enhance taste, additives can inc
mmonia to increase nicotine absorption and coc
ilute airways[17]. While such additives may be sa
hen ingested, the health effects of inhaling them
ot known. Indonesian tobacco industries are no
uired to disclose additives or chemicals added to
acco products. Indeed, they argue that the “sauc
part of a given brand’s taste and success, and

o to great lengths to keep it secret[2].
.3. Adverse effects in the family, workplace, and
nvironment

Independent scientific bodies that have compre
ively evaluated environmental tobacco smoke h
oncluded that it is harmful to human health, and c
ren are particularly vulnerable[24]. More than on

n two Indonesian households (57%) have at leas
moker, and nearly all (91.8%) smoke at home in
resence of family members[8]. The number of In
onesians regularly exposed to environmental tob
moke in their own homes exceeds 97 million, and
illion are children[25].
Reid (1985) notes thatsiriegeld,or betel money, wa

n important household expenditure in the 18th cen
1]. Today, the term isuang rokok, cigarette mone
ut the proportion of household resources remains
tantial. In 1976, households spent an average of
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of their monthly expenditures on tobacco[1], and this
proportion increased to 9.6% by 2001 due to an in-
crease in prevalence and the price of tobacco products.
For comparison, spending for meat, eggs, and milk
combined amounted to 6.4% of monthly household
spending in 2001[8]. Smoking prevalence is higher
among the poorest, who spend 9.1% of their household
resources on tobacco products compared with 7.5%
among the wealthiest[8]. Expenditures increase with
income, whereby the wealthy consume greater amounts
of tobacco at higher prices and thus spend more in ab-
solute terms[8].

To our knowledge, only one study has been con-
ducted to assess occupational health and safety haz-
ards for tobacco farmers. This study found signs of
Green Tobacco Illness or pesticide poisoning among
80 tobacco farmers in Central Java, Indonesia, as in-
dicated by increased blood pressure and pulse rates,
irregular breathing frequency and differences in urine
nicotine levels that varied by work experience, geo-
graphic location, and utilization of safety equipment
[26].

3. Tobacco production

3.1. Agriculture

Commercial tobacco plantations were first estab-
lished in the mid to late 1800s in Deli, Sumatra, and
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More than 90% of tobacco farmland is dedicated
to cultivation of the Voor-Oogst type, three quarters
of which is Peoples tobacco used as raw material for
kreteks. The rest is largely comprised of Virginia to-
bacco used as raw material in the production of white or
blended cigarettes[8]. Virginia tobacco farmers report
higher yields as the result of partnership schemes be-
tween farmers and large cigarette manufacturers[29].
The manufacturers provide farmers with resources,
technical assistance and small loans, which are repaid
in kind with the sale of leaves at a price set by the
manufacturers. This arrangement generally places the
farmers in a weak bargaining position, and reports ex-
ist about dissatisfaction among farmers because leaf
prices are based on industry-determined standards of
quality [30].

Clove is the main raw material in the production
of kretekcigarettes after tobacco, and Indonesia pro-
duces 63% of global supply[8]. An estimated 1.2
million smallholders own 90% of clove farms[8].
Between 1995 and 2002, total clove production de-
clined from 90,007 to 52,665 t, directly related to the
clove monopoly established in 1990 and dissolved in
1998, owned by a son of President Suharto. After the
monopoly was abolished in 1998, real clove prices in-
creased 13-fold between 1997 and 2002, due in part to
farmers having switched crops finding cloves no longer
profitable[8].
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he Dutch colonial government[1]. At present, les
han 1% of arable land is dedicated to tobacco
ivation [27]. One of the top 10 global suppliers,
onesia contributes less than 145,000 t, or 2.3%, t
orld’s leaf supply. The majority (96%) comes fro

hree provinces: East and Central Java, and West
enggara[8], and smallholders manage 98% of toba
rea[28]. The number of Indonesians provided fu

ime employment by planting tobacco was equiva
o 420,000 workers, which represents approxima
% of the agricultural and 0.5% of the total labor fo

8]. This proportion of employment provided by
acco agriculture has declined over time, and para

he gradual shift in employment from the agricultu
o the industrial and service sectors over the pas
ears.
.2. Manufacturing

Indigenous businesspeople flourished in Ku
entral Java, in the 18th Century including cigar
anufacturers such as Nitisemito, who started
iga Company and the first commercial productio
reteksin 1906[2]. Bal Tiga and otherkretekcigarette
anufacturers produced an estimated 7.1 billion s
nnually and employed some 80,000 people durin
930s[1]. The Indonesian tobacco market is dualis
aking a clear distinction betweenkreteksand white

igarettes. Domestic manufacture of white cigare
egan in 1924 by British American Tobacco, and
orted white cigarettes also maintained a share o
arket peaking at 12 billion sticks in 1957[1]. Be-

ween 1920 and 1960, several large multinational
ign owned companies competed with several hun
mall-scale domestic firms.
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Cigarette manufacturing was transformed in the
1970s with the mechanization of thekretek industry.
The industry invested in modern packaging that repli-
cated more sophisticated white cigarette brands[3], and
the popularity ofkretekssoared. Production levels in-
creased 10-fold between 1969 and 1994[3], and na-
tional tobacco consumption jumped by 159% between
1970 and 1980[4]. In 1974,kretekand white cigarette
production was nearly equal; 10 years later,kretekpro-
duction exceeded white cigarettes by a factor of more
than 3.

Mechanization among selected companies, the in-
creased popularity ofkreteks, and bans on foreign in-
vestment[31] resulted in domestic domination of the
Indonesian tobacco market. Today, three firms domi-
nate 76% of the market: Gudang Garam, Djarum, and
Sampoerna[8]. Competition, however, remains intense
as demonstrated by fluctuating market shares during
the 1980s and 1990s[3,32]. Profits among the top
cigarette manufactures are high. Gudang Garam sales
rank first among consumer product industries, exceed-
ing Rp 20.9 billion (US$ 2.5 million) in 2002; Sampo-
erna sales fell into third place at Rp 15.1 billion (US$
1.8 million) [31].

Women comprise 81% of workers in the tobacco
manufacturing sector[8]. The hand-rolledkretek in-
dustry remains labor-intensive focusing on a pair of
women: one who rolls cigarettes with a simple wooden
machine and the second who trims the tobacco from
the ends of each cigarette[3]. A pair of women pro-
d day,
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that compliance was low, the proportion was amended
to 50%, then 66%. Despite these attempts, employment
declined steeply. In the 1970s, the industry’s contribu-
tion to manufacturing employment was 38%[34]. It has
fallen to 5.6% today, which amounts to less than 1% of
total employment in the industrial sector[8]. Produc-
tion and employment in the hand-rolled sector, how-
ever, have remained relatively stable during the 1980s
and 1990s, due in part lower excise tax rates which
makes small hand rolled industries profitable given low
labor costs.

4. Components of tobacco control: relevance,
potential barriers and resistance to
implementation

4.1. Tobacco control regulations in Indonesia

Tobacco control was low on the public health agenda
before the late 1990s. Reynolds[35] quotes Presi-
dent Suharto’s Minister of Health as having “no in-
tention” of regulating smoking through legislation, al-
though tobacco was included among regular health
education activities. Despite the Suharto family’s far-
reaching business interests, to the authors’ knowledge,
only Suharto’s son, Tommy, was involved in the to-
bacco industry; he owned the highly unpopular clove
monopoly dissolved in 1998 under an International
Monetary Fund reform agreement[36]. The industry,
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r about 455,000 cigarettes per person per year[30].
ages forkretekproduction workers remains piece r

nd low, at approximately 63% of average manufac
ng sector wages[8].

A consequence of industry mechanization wa
rop in employment. In contrast to a woman w
and-rolls a half millionkreteksper year, modern m
hinery can produce as many as 16,000 cigarette
inute[33]. The labor required for hand rolledkreteks
mounts to 12% of production costs compared
nly 0.4% for machine rolledkreteks[32]. According

o Bird [3], the Department of Trade and Industry m
umerous attempts to minimize the impact of mec
ization on employment. It initially restricted the nu
er of licenses issued for cigarette mechanization

ng the 1970s, and the proportion of production e
rm could mechanize was limited to 10%. Realiz
owever, flourished under the Suharto political cul
here payoffs ensured corporate survival[35].
In May 1998, Suharto installed as Interim Presid

is vice president B.J. Habibie, who had little indep
ent political base[37]. During this period, a Nation
ommunication Forum (Forum Komunikasi Nasiona)
as established under the Food and Drug Admini

ion, Ministry of Health,1 which brought together no
overnmental organizations working on tobacco is
ith government staff. Professor Moeloek, the Mini
f Health under the Habibie cabinet, initiated both
ommunication Forum and the first government re

ation about tobacco control signed by Habibie in 19

1 Note that the Food and Drug Administration was not a sep
gency during this period but operated as a Directorate withi
inistry of Health bureaucracy.
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titled PP/81/1999 (forPeraturan Pemerintahnumber
81 issued in 1999).

This regulation enforced an advertising ban in the
electronic media and required that health warnings
accompany advertisements. It specified that health
warnings must be easy to read, authorized one health
message for use, and required that tar and nicotine
levels be printed on cigarette packages. The articles
for product regulation and disclosure further specified
maximum tar and nicotine yields (1.5 and 20 mg,
respectively), required testing for every product, and
established time limits for compliance. Large-scale
hand-rolled cigarette industries were given 5 years to
comply; small-scale hand-rolled cigarette industries
were given 10 years, and all others had 2 years.2

In terms of clean air restrictions, PP/81/1999 es-
tablished bans on smoking in selected public places,
namely health facilities, religious facilities, workplaces
for teaching and children’s activities, and public trans-
portation. The regulation restricted vending machine
sales to places inaccessible to minors and prohibited
the distribution of free samples. Lastly, it included spe-
cific penalties for violating the articles on advertising
and health warnings (seeTable 1) [38].

In 2000, President Wahid signed an amendment,
the PP/38/2000. The two major changes related to ad-
vertising restrictions and time limits for implement-
ing the articles about maximum tar and nicotine levels.
PP/38/2000 permitted advertising in the electronic me-
dia between 21:30 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. The time limits
f re-
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(NU), Indonesia’s largest Muslim association, must
have also been an important consideration. Whereas
smoking is discouraged in Indonesian Islamic soci-
ety, the business arm of NU had investments inkretek
manufacturing and widely marketed in early 2003, a
popular new brand,Tali Jagat, or rope of the universe
[40].

The third amendment, PP19/2003, was signed in
early 2003 by President Megawati. This modification
eliminated the articles about maximum tar and nico-
tine content, but stipulated that every product batch
should undergo testing by an accredited laboratory. It
explicitly stated that all advertisements and cigarette
packages should disclose tar and nicotine levels in ad-
dition to displaying health warnings. For the first time,
the size of health warnings was established at 15% of
the package, but only one message was authorized for
use. Most importantly, this revision dropped the spe-
cific sanctions for violation of the articles.

This regulation was passed in early 2003. The dates
during which it was debated and signed coincided with
a meeting in Geneva of the Intergovernmental Negoti-
ating Body (INB) of the Framework Convention on To-
bacco Control (FCTC). Thus, senior Ministry of Health
and Food and Drug Administration representatives in-
volved in tobacco control issues were not present. The
regulation was openly criticized by non-governmental
organizations for being passed without public consul-
tation and transparency[41]. While it is unclear which
interest groups were responsible for initiating the 2003
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laces the industry classification (large and small)

he type of cigarettes produced. The 2-year time l
pplied only to white machine-made cigarette ma

acturers, compared with 7 years for the machine m
retekcompanies and 10 years for hand-rolled kre
ompanies. Some compensation to health was m
iven that five additional health warnings were au
ized for use.

Some observers viewed Wahid’s support of the
lation as evidence of its backing from the white
acco industry[39]. The modification to the comp
nce timeline, however, benefitedkretekmanufactur
rs who were given an additional 5 years to com
ahid’s strong affiliation with theNahdlatul Ulama

2 See next section on price and tax measures for industry defin
f large and small scale.
evision, the domestickretekindustry stood to bene
rom the omission of the articles about maximum
nd nicotine levels. At the same time, public disclos
f tar and nicotine levels was used by both white
retekmanufacturers as a means to market their p
cts. Omitting all sanctions for violations by manuf

urers, advertisers, and retailers rendered the regu
xtremely weak. A relationship between the dome

ndustry and the President’s political party was c
rmed in 2003 and 2004 when free cigarettes were
ributed during party rallies promoting legislative a
residential candidates[42,43].

Under this context, we proceed to discuss the
vance and potential barriers to implementation
our cost-effective tobacco control measures: p
nd tax, comprehensive bans on advertising and
otion, clean air laws, and public education

nformation.
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Table 1
Comparison of the changes in tobacco control regulation, Indonesia, 1999–2003[37]

Section Article PP no. 81, 1999 PP no. 38, 2000 PP no. 19, 2003

Advertisement,
sponsorship
and promotion

Bans Advertisements are restricted to
printed and outdoor media

Advertisement are permitted
in electronic media in
addition to printed and
outdoor media

Same as previous PP
Explanatory documents
clarify that advertisements are
permitted between 21.30 p.m.
and 05.00 a.m. local time

Allowable hours for
advertisements are explicitly
mentioned (21.30 p.m.–
05.00 a.m. local time)

Content/design Advertisements must not
encourage people to smoke,
describe or persuade people that
smoking has health benefits,
present pictures and/or writings
of cigarettes or people smoking,
target children or pregnant
women, mention that the product
is a cigarette brand

Same as previous PP Additional restriction was
added: advertisements must
not violate any norms in
society

Health warnings Health warnings must be
included in advertisements

Same as previous PP In addition to health
warnings, every
advertisement must disclose
nicotine and tar levels

Packaging and
labeling

Health warnings Health warnings must be easy to
read

Same as previous PP Health warnings must be
placed on and comprise at
least 15% of the wide side of
the package

The authorized health warning
reads: “Smoking can cause
cancer, heart attacks, impotence
and harm pregnancy and fetal
development”

The MoH and Coordinating
Ministry for Social Welfare
authorized five alternative
warning messages

The authorized health
warning reads: “Smoking can
cause cancer, heart attacks,
impotence and harm
pregnancy and fetal
development”

Disclosure of tar and
nicotine levels

Tar and nicotine levels must be
disclosed on cigarette package

Same as previous PP Same as previous PP

Product regulation
and disclosure

Maximum tar and
nicotine level

Maximum nicotine and tar level
for each cigarette must not
exceed 1.5 and 20 mg

Same as previous PP Restriction on maximum tar
and nicotine level eliminated

Emissions testing Every cigarette produced must
undergo testing for tar and
nicotine levels

Same as previous PP Every production batch must
undergo testing of tar and
nicotine level an acreditated
laboratory

Disclosure of tar and
nicotine level

Public disclosure of tar and
nicotine content is required

Same as previous PP Public disclosure of tar and
nicotine level for every
cigarette produced required

Compliance Industries producing machine
made cigarettes must comply
within 2 years

Industries producing white
machine made cigarettes
must comply within 2 years

Eliminated restriction on
maximum tar and nicotine
level

Large scale hand made cigarette
industries must comply within 5
years and small scale hand-made
industries must comply within 5
years

Machine made kretek
industries must comply
within 7 years and hand made
kretek industries, 10 years

Eliminated restriction on
maximum tar and nicotine
level
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Table 1 (Continued).

Section Article PP no. 81, 1999 PP no. 38, 2000 PP no. 19, 2003

Clean air
restrictions

Restricted places Smoking bans on public places:
including health facilities,
religious facilities, workplaces
for teaching and children
activities and public
transportation

Same as previous PP Same as previous PP

Sales and
distribution

Vending machine
sales

Vending machines are to be
located in places not accessible
children

Same as previous PP Same as previous PP

Free tobacco
products

Distribution of free cigarettes is
prohibited

Same as previous PP Same as previous PP

Penalties and
enforcement

Manufacturers, advertisers, and
retailers can be fined up to Rp
100,000,000 or 5 years in jail for
violation of advertising
restrictions, and fines up to Rp
10,000,000 for failure to include
heath warnings

Same as previous PP Sanctions for violation were
eliminated

4.2. Price and tax measures

Globally, increasing the price of tobacco products
has been demonstrated as the single most effective
strategy for reducing the devastating health burden of
tobacco use. Research in low and middle-income coun-
tries predicts price elasticity as between−0.5 and−1.0,
or that a 10% increase in price results in a 5–10% re-
duction in tobacco consumption[44]. The World Bank
concluded that a price rise of 10% globally would re-
duce demand for tobacco products by 4–8% thereby
preventing at least 10 million tobacco related deaths
[44]. Tax as a proportion of the total cigarette price av-
erages 31% in Indonesia, which is one of the lowest tax
rates in the region next to Cambodia[34]. Studies in
Indonesia indicate that a 10% price increase would de-
crease cigarette consumption between 3.5% and 6.1%
[8], whereas government tax revenues would increase
by 6.7–9%[34]. Recent excise tax hikes amounting to
a 100% real increase between 1997 and 2001 reduced
the demand for excise tax stamps by only 0.24%, sug-
gesting that the industry may not have passed on the
increase as higher prices to consumers or that increases
in household income offset price increases[45].

As early as 1939, a differential excise tax was es-
tablished for white cigarettes andkreteks[46]. Since
1969, excise taxes have been based on a minimum
retail price for tobacco products upon which excise
tax is established by type of product and production

scale. The existing policy applies an excise tax rate
between 26% and 40% for machine madekreteksand
white cigarettes, whereas rates for handmadekreteks
are taxed between 4% and 22%[47]. The variation
in rates depends on production scale. Machine made
clove and white cigarette companies with annual pro-
duction levels exceeding 2 billion sticks pay a 40%
excise tax rate, compared with 4% for handmade clove
cigarette companies that produce less than 6 million
sticks per year[29,47]. The purpose of the tiered tax
system, still in effect today, is to protect both small
domestic industries andkretekmanufacturers[3]. In
effect, the tiered system compensates in part for the
economies of scale enjoyed by large manufacturers.
Kretekmanufacturers, large and small, however, have
come to expect preferential tax rates; in 2003, thekretek
manufacturing association publicly complained about
the government’s reduction in retail prices for white
cigarettes[30]. The industry argues thatkreteksshould
be promoted as an indigenous Indonesian product sim-
ilar to traditional medicine[48].

To achieve their revenue targets, the Ministry of Fi-
nance modifies not only the tax rates but also the base
price and industry classification. Despite the lowest tax
rates overall, for example, the minimum retail price es-
tablished for hand rolledkreteksincreased from Rp 225
per stick in the beginning of 2002, to Rp 340 later the
same year[47]. In addition, large industries were classi-
fied in early 2001 as those producing 6 billion cigarettes
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or more; later the same year, this definition was mod-
ified to 2 billion [8]. Companies have responded in
some cases by reducing their production levels to fall
into a lower industry classification, thereby reducing
their overall tax burden and increasing their profits[3].
In general, pressures to increase government revenues
result in an increase in the excise tax rate and minimum
price for the largest producers.

At the manufacturing level, the industry aims to
avoid paying the highest tax rates. Large firms can buy
or subcontract firms with lower production scales so
that they qualify for lower taxes. Once prohibited, the
Ministry of Finance officially recognized this practice
in 1999[49]. In addition, the purchase of excise rib-
bons from one company for resale to another within a
lower tax bracket has been reported[30]. The large in-
crease in the proportion of tobacco excise tax revenue
from handmade clove cigarettes, from 13.6% of total
tobacco excise tax revenue in 1995 to 23.7% in 2002
[8], could be attributed to the tiered taxation system,
with the lowest tax rates for handmadekreteks, com-
bined with the ease of starting small hand-rolledkretek
businesses. The Ministry of Finance has recently indi-
cated its intention to examine the effects of the tiered
system, by withholding the required excise tax regis-
tration numbers for new cigarette companies, given the
difficulty of regulating and collecting excise tax result-
ing from the proliferation of very small hand-rolled
cigarette companies in the lowest tax bracket[50].

The tiered tax system also provides a level of dis-
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results in a higher level of expenditure for tobacco over
the long term.

Long inherent to the excise tax structure is mul-
tiple and sometimes conflicting goals, including rev-
enue generation, employment, and the promotion of
small industries. From a public health standpoint, to-
bacco products are substitutes whereby an increase in
the price of one type may lead to an increase in the con-
sumption of cheaper products. It is desirable, therefore,
to keep price differentials at point of sale to a mini-
mum for all tobacco products, with prices high across
the board. The tiered system, however, results in large
differences between the lowest and highest excise tax
rates, and this can translate into large price differences
for consumers despite the differences in production
scale.

An argument used against tax increases is the im-
portance of excise tax revenues to government revenue.
Cigarette excise taxes remain an important source of
national revenues, and have increased over time from
4% (1996) to nearly 10% of total government revenue
in 2002[8]. The targeted excise tax revenue for 2004
is Rp 27.7 trillion, or approximately US$ 3.2 billion
[55]. The Ministry of Finance’s custom and excise bu-
reau reports that demand is inelastic, or the reduction
in consumption would be less than the proportionate
increase in price[8], suggesting that the government
is aware that revenues can be increased via excise tax
hikes. However, the finance ministry and parliamentary
budget commission, which together establish revenue
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f a report commissioned by the Ministry of Finan

dentified the tobacco industry as one of the larges
odgers[51]. The Minister himself has champione
lampdown on tax evaders[52], and improved tax ad
inistration has been the focus of a recent World B

eport on fiscal policy[53]. Another factor possibl
elated to tax evasion is the difficulty of monitori
nd regulating single stick sales. The Sampoern
acco manufacturer claims that single sticks acc

or 30% of their total cigarette sales[54]. Moreover
elling cigarettes by the stick increases their afforda
ty and accessibility, particularly for youth. The offic
etail sales price for a single cigarette stick is as
s Rp 125, less than US$ 0.02, for aklobotcorn husk
igarette and Rp 400, or US$ 0.05, for a machine m
love cigarette[47]. Given that packs or cartons a
sually discounted at point of sale, buying by the s
argets, have decided to freeze excise tax rates in
fter a series of consecutive increases which dou

he contribution of excise tax to total government r
nue. “I sympathize with the idea of getting peopl
top smoking,” states Minister of Finance Boedion
recent article. “But for now the cost is too high,”

erring to the proportion of total government reven
enerated by excise tax[56]. The Ministry’s approac

nstead is to encourage an increase in tobacco pro
ion (and thereby consumption) to reach its reve
argets[57], despite smoking prevalence among a
ales reaching 62%.
Resistance from within the government to incre

ng the price of tobacco remains strong. The Gov
ent of Indonesia has long viewed the tobacco indu
s contributing jobs and resources to the economy
as formulated policies promoting the industry. It
lso taken pains to avoid any policy decision that h
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at exacerbating unemployment and poverty levels,
estimated at 8.3% and 18.2%, respectively[58,59].
Empirical evidence suggests that a large tax increase
will not affect employment. Despite substantial tax
increases between 1998 and 2002, the Ministry of
Agriculture reports a doubling in the total number
of farmers involved in tobacco production between
1998 and 2002[8], and an increase in manufacturing
employment by 10% between 1998 and 2000[8]. The
most recent tobacco excise tax freezes are a politically
popular move, taking place before the 2004 national
elections.

4.3. Comprehensive bans on advertising,
promotion, and sponsorship

A multi-country study demonstrated that compre-
hensive bans on advertising, promotion, and sponsor-
ship were highly effective in reducing tobacco con-
sumption, whereas partial bans on cigarette product
advertisements have limited or no effect[60]. All televi-
sion advertising was banned in Indonesia in the 1980s,
and tobacco advertising was limited to billboards and
print media. The ban was lifted in 1989, after which
television advertising was first permitted.Kompas, the
largest Indonesian language paper, reversed in 2004 its
longstanding prohibition on tobacco advertising since
the 1980s[3] and now accepts tobacco advertisements.
At present, virtually no restrictions exist on tobacco ad-
vertising in Indonesia. The limits on daytime electronic
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Islamic Party, one group that took advantage of tobacco
sponsorship[56].

The primary resistance to tobacco advertising re-
strictions comes from the Ministry of Telecommuni-
cations, local governments that tax billboard advertise-
ments, and private television stations. The income from
TV tobacco advertisements was estimated at Rp 414
billion, or about US$ 48 million in 2002[8]. How-
ever, the tobacco industry contributed only about 7% of
the estimated Rp 6 trillion spent on television adverts
from the top 10 advertisers. Revenue from cigarette
billboards amounted to 6.9% of outdoor media in 1999
[35], although this likely increased after decentraliza-
tion laws were implemented in 2001, and taxes on bill-
boards became an increasingly important part of local
government revenues. Forestalling any loss of revenues
from tobacco advertising restrictions, the Ministry of
Telecommunications issued in 2002 a carefully worded
broadcasting law that prohibits advertising addictive
substances with the exception of tobacco advertise-
ments inasmuch as cigarettes are not shown[65].

4.4. Clean air legislation

Just under one in three adult Indonesians smoke
(31.5%)[8], and an estimated 43 million Indonesian
children are regularly exposed to environmental to-
bacco smoke[25]. Internationally, clean air laws have
been demonstrated as extremely effective in prevent-
ing non-smokers from being exposed to carcinogens
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dvertising are overridden by a 2002 Telecommun
ions Law, and advertisements are aired on day
V without sanction[61]. In its 1995 Annual Repor
ampoerna boasts, “Indonesian companies have a

oyal freedom to advertise their products in any for
nd through almost any communications vehicle in
ountry.” [62].

Most companies, however, rely heavily on indir
dvertising methods, including sponsorship of sp
oncerts, and cultural events[35]; distribution of free
amples or coupons for discounts on tobacco purch
8]; or paid advertisements in films and among fi
tars [63,64]. During the 2004 election campaig
igarettes were packaged with political party brand
istribution during rallies promoting legislative can
ates, thus avoiding regulations on excise tax, he
arnings, and free samples by packaging. “It’s a g
ay to touch the people,” stated a member of the Un
f environmental tobacco smoke and decrea
onsumption among smokers[66]. Despite studie
emonstrating the positive effects of non-smok
olicies on hotel and business revenues[67,68],
nd increasingly vocal consumer demand for c
ir laws [69] very few Indonesian businesses h
nacted non-smoking policies outside of internatio

ranchises. An important exception is Indones
tate-run airlines,Garuda, which voluntarily banne
moking on international from January 2004 beca
f customer complaints[70].

Low awareness also exists among the public a
he health hazards of environmental tobacco sm
ublic demand for implementing clean air la

herefore, is low, and non-smokers consider e
onmental tobacco smoke a nuisance rather th
ealth hazard. Ubiquitous advertising promotes sm

ng as a social norm among males; thus envi
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mental tobacco smoke in public areas is widely
tolerated.

Clean air laws, however, are politically popular,
and the parliamentary commission for health and so-
cial welfare has established its chambers as “smoke-
free.” A recent survey among Jakarta residents showed
that 90% supported smoking bans in public places and
public transport[71]. The Governor of Metropolitan
Jakarta has responded to public pressure for clean air
laws by issuing a decree that every government office
should be smoke free[72]. Despite the existing legis-
lation that has, since 1999, banned smoking in some
public places, enforcement is uncommon. This is due
in part to the lack of implementing guidelines and sanc-
tions for enforcing the regulations. Such implementing
guidelines would have to be issued by the local govern-
ments, in cooperation with a range of different govern-
ment ministries, including transportation, industry, and
health. The logistics of implementing such guidelines
and sanctions within the government sector, therefore,
are cumbersome.

4.5. Public education and information

Few Indonesians comprehend the health risks asso-
ciated with tobacco use; even less is understood about
the effects of environmental tobacco smoke. Industry
advocates keep the controversy alive by claiming that
kretekcigarettes are healthy and natural. In 1989, Busi-
ness Week ran a story entitled “SmokeKreteksto Avoid
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Indeed, despite large increases in prevalence between
1995 and 2001, reductions can be seen in Bali and
Jakarta, where populations are more educated (Fig. 1).

An ongoing controversy relates to printing tar
and nicotine levels on cigarette packages. The 1999
legislation included public disclosure of cigarette
content, with an emphasis on printing tar and nicotine
levels on packages. Given that heart and circulatory
diseases, cancers, and other diseases have been linked
with many of the chemicals present in tar[76], the
tobacco control community hailed this as an important
victory in advancing public information about the
health hazards of tobacco use. This is a particularly
important issue in Indonesia, where striking differ-
ences exist between domestically producedkreteks
and white tobacco only cigarettes. Indonesiankreteks
yield between 1.7 and 2.5 mg per stick of nicotine
and between 28.1 to 53.2 mg per stick of tar[15],
compared with <0.05 to 1.4 mg per stick of nicotine
and <0.5 to 24.0 mg per stick of tar in white (tobacco
only) cigarettes sold in the US[16].

The key, however, is in the way such emissions
are measured. Cigarette ratings for tar, nicotine and
carbon monoxide were established by the U.S. Fed-
eral Trade Commission’s International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) in 1967. As the public be-
gan to understand the negative health impacts of smok-
ing, the industry developed products that rated lower
in tar and nicotine levels by ISO methods, to reassure
smokers that healthier alternatives existed. Smokers
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eart Disease and Cancer”[73]. Promoting indepen
ent research is essential. In response to the dea
everal US teenagers in the 1980s from pulmo
ailure linked to smoking importedkreteks[74], the
pecialty Tobacco Council comprised ofkretekexport
anufacturers commissioned research about the h

mpacts of kreteks. Their widely publicized resul
ound that clove cigarettes may have beneficial he
ffects[75] contrary to independent studies[10–12].

No minimum typeface is specified in the exist
egulation for health warnings. At present, only o
essage is authorized for use, and people have be

o accustomed to the message that it serves largely
icate a tobacco advertisement. Striking difference
revalence can be seen by educational levels, whe
3.0% of males with no education smoke compa
ith 44.2% of males with college education[8], sug-
esting the need to clearly communicate health r
ho switched to “low” tar and nicotine cigarettes a
compensated” for low levels of nicotine by smok
ore cigarettes, inhaling more deeply and longe

overing up the ventilation holes in the cigarettes[17].
SO ratings, therefore, do not predict actual cum
ive tar and nicotine intake; and smokers of medi
ow, and very low tar cigarettes remain at risk in de
ping tobacco-related illnesses[23,77,78]. The WHO
ecommends banning the printing of tar, nicotine,
O ratings on cigarette packages, as well as terms
s “light”, “mild” or “low tar,” because consumers a
isled to believe that these types of products are
armful to health[17,79].

Appealing to increasingly health conscious ur
onsumers, thekretekindustry bagan to promote “low
ar and nicotine brands. In 1990, Sampoerna began
ishing estimates of tar and nicotine levels for its o
igarettes and its competitors to promote itsA Mild
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brand[73]. From no market share in 1994, the “mild”
segment covered 7% of sales in 1999[73], topped by
Sampoerna’s A Mild with the slogan “How low can
you go?®.” Sampoerna similarly reports tar and nico-
tine levels for its Dji Sam Soe brand (36 mg of tar and
2.0 mg of nicotine), marketed towards risk-takers.

The white tobacco industry has also used the oppor-
tunity to promote its cigarettes as “healthier.” British
American Tobacco (BAT) Indonesia requested that the
government impose taxes on companies for high nico-
tine levels; “BAT is looking to protect its gains and
extend its market share,” explained an analyst[39].
Philip Morris Indonesia offered support to the Min-
istry of Health to increase its capacity to measure tar
and nicotine levels[80]. Thus, the government’s pol-
icy requiring manufacturers to print on packages tar and
nicotine levels as measured by ISO standards supports
the industry in marketing its products.

More recently, the tobacco control community’s
pressure for limiting tar and nicotine yields has cre-
ated a backlash. The tobacco control community has
been accused of hurting local farmers’ and industry
livelihoods by promoting white cigarettes made from
imported or more highly processed leaves with lower
tar and nicotine yields. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that industry leaf buyers have claimed that domestic
tobacco leaves are “too high in tar” as an excuse to pay
farmers a lower price[45]. The industry has also be-
gun to promotekretekspecific emission standards, ar-
guing that international standards benefit multinational
t
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cess [81]. While strong leadership currently exists
within the ministries for health and social welfare, the
need exists to establish a critical mass and a cross-
cutting alliance across government, professional and
non-governmental associations, media, and among na-
tional and provincial legislators.

A number of non-governmental and professional or-
ganizations advocate for tobacco control. Two umbrella
organizations are the National Committee for Smok-
ing Control and the Coalition for Healthy Indonesia.3

The National Committee for Smoking Control aims
solely to advocate for tobacco control; it is comprised
of 21 organizations, ranging from medical profession-
als to film artists. The Coalition is comprised of 30
non-governmental and professional organizations. Al-
though not specifically dedicated to tobacco control,
the Coalition is active in working with media and health
legislature.4 One of the most active organizations, the
Tobacco Control Foundation,5 works independently of
these two groups.
Religious leaders. Given that the vast majority of In-

donesians are Muslims, the religious community will
play a key role in the tobacco control movement. Smok-
ing is currently considered “makruh,” or strongly dis-
couraged, in Indonesian Islamic society. A regional de-
bate is ongoing, however, as to whether smoking (like
alcohol and drugs) is discouraged or rather “haram,”
forbidden. One charismatic and influential Muslim
cleric, KH. Abdullah Faqih, established a restriction
on smoking nearly 6 years ago in hisPesantren,or
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obacco companies[48].

. Future directions

Clearly, substantial barriers to implementing
acco control exist in Indonesia. However, we put fo
everal activities that can be conducted over the ne
edium term, which aim to advance the most cos

ective strategies outlined. Broadly, these activities
lude promoting leadership, strengthening legisla
nd enforcement, advancing price and tax meas
nd informing the public.

.1. Promoting leadership

A recent set of case studies reaffirmed that le
rship in tobacco control is a key component of s
slamic boarding school, in East Java[82]. The Langi-
an boarding school is located near tobacco produ
egions and also within a region where Muslim sch
rs meet to discuss the interpretation of the Koran
ontemporary issues. The cleric is affiliated with
ahdlatul Ulama, Indonesia’s largest Muslim asso
tion, with an estimated 45 million followers. “Ma
ot your own hands contribute to your destruction,”
eputy of Langitan quotes from the Koran. Wher

3 In Indonesian, the groups are Komite Nasional Penanggula
asalah Merokok or Komnas PMM; and Koalisi untuk Indone
ehat.
4 In addition to these two groups, many other non-governm
rganizations based in Jakarta and the provinces become invo

obacco control as it relates to their mandate, such as child hea
ealth legislation.
5 In Indonesia, the group isLembaga Menanggulangi Masal
erokokor LM3.
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the strength of a religious prohibition is strong, youth
still need to be informed of the health hazards of
smoking, so that such a prohibition, similar to restrict-
ing youth access, does not provide the temptation to
smoke.
Mobilizing professional associations, non-

governmental associations, and women’s groups.
An increasing number of professional associations
and non-governmental organizations are active in
tobacco-related issues, and these organizations can
play a key role in providing accurate information and
balancing public opinion. Working with women’s
groups—particularly those not yet involved in tobacco
control activities—and providing information about
the negative health effects of environmental tobacco
smoke could encourage them to voice a stance on
tobacco control.
Mobilizing theacademiccommunity. Small research

grants to support independent researchers in agricul-
ture, industry, economics, and epidemiology would as-
sist in mobilizing the intellectual resources within the
academic community and better inform the debate.
Very little basic research has focused on the health im-
pacts of smokingkreteks, for example, despite evidence
that eugenol, the active ingredient in cloves, has addi-
tional negative health impacts[10–12].
Strengthening the tobacco control community and

its links to the international community. Despite
the great potential of the tobacco control commu-
nity, working alliances among the organizations are
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5.2. Strengthening legislation and its enforcement

The Megawati administration has declined to
sign the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control
(FCTC). The FCTC signing would have included In-
donesia within the international community’s efforts to
address significant cross border issues, such as smug-
gling and advertising. However, the public health com-
munity can still reexamine its own legislation in light
of the FCTC negotiations and final text—particularly
given that the Government of Indonesia fully partici-
pated in these negotiations and the drafting committee.
In addition, the existing clean air regulation can be re-
inforced and new legislation proposed to address the
shortcomings of the existing regulation.
Examining existing legislation related to tobacco

control. Tobacco control regulations relate to several
sectors, including industry, trade, agriculture, finance,
communications, health, and social welfare. The re-
cently passed broadcasting law, for example, can be
interpreted as permitting daytime tobacco advertise-
ments on television, although this is prohibited in the
tobacco control regulation. In addition, the process of
implementing tobacco control legislation requires par-
liamentary approval at national level, which must be
then translated into local laws approved by district par-
liaments. A NGO active in promoting health among
national legislators, the Forum for Parliamentarians in
Population and Development (Forum Parlemen), is at
present examining existing legislation at national level
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elating to tobacco control, which provides the basis
nderstanding the broad ranging interests of all st
olders who must be involved in future tobacco con

egislation.
Implementing clean air laws. Given that clean a

aws exist for selected areas and public suppo
igh, developing ways to implement and enforce

sting legislation should be a priority. Ongoing pil
n the Jakarta Municipality aim to disseminate inf

ation about the health hazards of environmenta
acco smoke, and develop implementing guideline
nforcing clean air laws on public transportation
ome public spaces.
Paving the way for new legislation. The existing

obacco control policies is in the form of a regulat
igned by the president. To carry more legal wei
he Ministry of Health hopes to advance legislatio
he form of a law approved by the national parliam
weak. Between the non-governmental and gov
ment organizations, a contributing factor is the m
tual distrust based on the relatively recent estab
ment of independent NGOs. Among the organ
tions themselves, severe lack of resources for
bacco control activities place them in direct com
tition for limited activity funding. An important firs
step is to build the capacity of the tobacco con
organizations to advance their understanding of
scope and breadth of tobacco control issues thus
abling them to move beyond advocacy and deve
organization-specific mandates. Supporting inte
tional linkages would be of great benefit, given t
links at present are mainly among the academic c
munity for research. One exception is an impor
initiative by the Thai Health Foundation that aims
strengthen regional links among NGOs and share
periences.
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Newly elected national and provincial parliaments in
2004 necessitate advocacy to advance understanding
of the key articles that represent a major departure from
the existing regulation. Such articles would include
expanding on existing clean air laws, increasing the
size of health warnings for all tobacco packaging and
advertisements, developing rotating health messages,
establishing a comprehensive advertising ban on all
print and electronic media, and instituting industry
disclosure to the Food and Drug Administration about
important emissions and additives. Legislation is also
required to address price and tax measures, given an
existing law capping excise tax rates to 55% of base
price. Such legislation must specify sanctions and
penalties to be taken seriously.

In particular, the articles in the existing regulation
about printing tar and nicotine levels on cigarette pack-
ages should be reevaluated. The primary reason is that
the current measurements have no basis in health, given
that they are based on industry rather than health stan-
dards, and is inconsistent from a public health stand-
point that all tobacco products are harmful to health. In
addition, the domestic industry has associated the pro-
motion of tar and nicotine caps with the promotion of
multinational companies and harm to local economies.
This article, therefore, is politically damaging for the
tobacco control community and distracts from effective
tobacco control strategies.
Conducting research to inform about a comprehen-
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tax structure and collection, and the Minister himself
has championed a clampdown on tax evaders. A recent
report about fiscal reform in Indonesia recommends
increasing tobacco excise and also improving admin-
istration[53]. Support to the Ministry of Finance in its
ongoing efforts to improve excise tax administration
and collection would likely have a great impact both
on revenue generation and increasing tobacco prices at
point of sale.
Reducing the large differences in excise tax rates.

Given the long-standing practice of tiered excise tax
rates, there appears little possibility of a flat rate in the
near to mid-term future. It is recognized, however, that
the tiered policy designed to support small industries
actually with “benefits” to large industries. Thus, the
government has considered reducing the large differ-
ences between the lowest and highest base prices and
tax rates. This change would have several positive ef-
fects. Incentives for large industries to legally avoid
the highest tax rates (via subcontracting, for example)
would be reduced or eliminated. In addition, the dis-
cretion implied in implementing the tiered tax structure
among government officials would be moderated. From
a public health standpoint, minimizing price differen-
tials at point of sale would reduce substitution between
tobacco products.
Eliminating single stick sales. Eliminating single

stick sales would be an important step forward in re-
ducing accessibility of tobacco products among youth.
It may also address excise tax evasion related to the dif-
fi es,
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.3. Advancing price and tax measures

Any modifications in the tobacco excise tax are
itically charged with strong resistance from rela
overnment sectors and industry. However, a numb
ctivities may promote higher tobacco prices at poin
ale, including improving tax administration, reduc
he large differences in the tiered rates, and elim
ng single stick sales. Future research on the impa
hanges in excise tax rates on employment is a prio
Improving tax administration. The Ministry of Fi-

ance has publicly put forth strong efforts to impr
culty of monitoring and regulating single stick sal
hich form a substantial proportion of total sales in
onesia. Effective implementation would require r
lating industry product packaging, distribution, a
arketing rather than solely focusing on retailers.
Researching the impact of increasing excise ta
mployment. The excise tax policy in Indonesia h

ong been pro-labor, even when it implies a reductio
overnment revenues. Certain companies, have, in
educed production levels in response to excise tax
3], and thus the effect of the excise tax structure on
loyment, particularly in the hand-rolled cigarette
ustry, is a concern. Despite little possibility that e

he strongest tobacco control measures will affec
acco farmers over the short or medium term, the
rnment also expresses concern about possible ne

mpacts on farmers, for whom public sympathy r
igh. Independent research is required to inform po
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makers about the impact of excise tax policies on em-
ployment within the hand-rolled cigarette industry and
tobacco farming over the medium and long-term.

5.4. Informing the public

The general public in Indonesia is largely unaware
of the hazards of active and passive tobacco use. Greater
efforts must be made to work with print and electronic
media to better inform and also mobilize the public
to speak out for their right to clean air and a healthy
environment.
Working with journalists. Tobacco control is a com-

plex issue and the media is a primary means to influ-
ence public opinion in Indonesia. Briefings to journal-
ists on tobacco control issues would help journalists
better understand the stakeholders on all sides and ac-
cess unbiased information so that they can effectively
communicate key issues to the public.
Identifying specific groups that are easy to reach.

More than 44% of males with college education smoke
regularly, and 8% of medical doctors do so[8]. This
population can be relatively easily reached via print and
electronic media. University educated populations and
professional associations can be intensively targeted
with available information to encourage a reduction
in smoking among populations who are more likely
to read current events and understand health related
information.
Targeted media and public action campaigns. A
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however, is viewed positively as contributing jobs and
resources to the economy, and this perception is re-
inforced via direct lobbying to government officials
and parliamentarians. In this environment, the public
health community must maintain a long-term perspec-
tive, take steps to advance the most effective strategies,
and act strategically when the political environment
provides the opportunity. Demonstrating success and
achievements is extremely important.
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